I. Attendance

Present: Salena, Lulu, Brandon, Kelly, Melissa, Karen, Esther, Sean, Christy, Julia, Jennifer

Absent: Jiani

II. Succulent Planting
- Melissa will contact Simply Neglectables again (phone call)
- They can split the two bills (AUS, SUS)
- Storm the Wall on the same day (we need to book the porch space in front)
- Check the Storm the Wall route
- Need to book the space where people actually can see us
  - In front of the wooden benches?
  - In front of the Nest (close to the hill area), in front of bookstore, performance theatre (comes with tables and chairs)? Steph (AUS) will contact Ricardo
  - Colourful lights area?
  - Booking an area in the Nest? (If we want to do indoors)
  - Booking at Ladha? (If we want to do indoors)
- Melissa will check how much delivery is (maybe need to change the date)
- Julia will reach out to outdoor booking
- Change the date? (Mar 26th → Mar 22th?) - Melissa will contact them about this

Logistics
1 cash box → equal amount from AUS and SUS
- Contact Finance Department

Graphics
- SUS Labrat send to the Angela (AUS)
- AUS graphics ready by next Monday

Equipment
- If we book in Ladha, then we can use their tables, speakers, etc
- Terracotta pots (need holes to drain water) → Home depot or dollar stores (~$1 each)
III. Beach Clean-up
- Change time 11-1pm
- Meeting at Ladha @ 11 am
- 11 am: Lulu, Brandon, Esther
- 12 pm: Christy, Melissa, Salena, Julia
- If bad weather: Post online an initiative → take a picture of walking to beach, cleaning up beach or cleaning up garbage on campus
- Then postpone the Beach Clean-up on another day

IV. Spa Night
Sponsorships (Karen)
- Superstore: might be last minute
- Hot box: they are on vacation right now
- Other sponsor ideas: Booster juice, Davids tea, Costco

Theme: Hawaiian theme

Playlist - Brandon

Decorations - lights, sheets (drape on the couches), Hawaiian

Tasks - there will be a spreadsheet made

Costs - Budget spreadsheet made on HEWE folder

Door prices - bath bombs (lush), beauty baskets

Everyone keep receipts! Buy stuff this week!